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On certain analytical solutions for viscoelastic half-space 

J. KUBIK (GLIWICE) 

THE CHARACTERISTICS of boundary value problems in visco-elastic half-space are investigated. 
In particular the relations between individual boundary problems have been found and used 
in evaluation of new solutions. According to presented solutions an analytical treatment for 
ponderable half-space and for certain kinematic boundary conditions is included. 

Om6wiono wlasno8ci zadan brzegowych w p6lprzestrzeni lepkospr~zystej. W szczeg6lno8ci 
udalo si~ znalezc relacje jakie l<!CUl poszczeg6lne zadania brzegowe i wykorzystac je do kon
strukcji nowych rozwi'lZatl. Na tej drodze podano analityczne rozwi'!Zania dla waZkiej p6l
przestrzeni oraz dla pewnych kinematycznych warunk6w brzegowych. 

06cy>K,ll;eHbi caoikraa I<paeBbiX sa~aq B BH3I<oyrrpyroM rro.rrynpocrpaHCTBe. B qaCTHOCTH 
y~aJIOCL HaHTH 3aBHCHMOCTH OO"be,znmmoi.QHe OT~eJILHbie I<paeBhie ~a~ H HC110JIL30BaTL 
HX ,z:vm rrocrpoeHHH HOBbiX pewemm. Ha 3TOM rryTH ~aroTcH aHaJIHTHqeci<He peweHHH ,z:vm 
aecoMoro rro.rrynpocrpaHCTBa H WIH Hei<oTopbiX I<HHeMa~eCI<HX rpaJIHqHbiX yCJioBHH:. 

1. Introduction 

THE soLunoNs of boundary value problems for viscoelastic half-space already belong to 
classical problems. Many results connected with this subject are included in monographs 
on rheology, for example see [1, 2, 3, 5, 6]. It seems however that here no.t all yroblems 
have been widely explored, suffice it to mention the action of punch on viscoelastic half
space. This paper is. concerned with a problem which has received less attention. In this 
study the properties of the solution of boundary value problems in viscoelastic half-space 
will be thoroughly discussed. It appears that the classic solution of the Boussinesq problem 
may be fruitfully used in constructing the closed-form solution for different boundary 
value problems of the half-space. Similar conclusions also hold for the Cerutti solution. 
In each of these cases new analytical solutions for several practically important problems 
may be obtained. We shall particularly dwell on only one solution connected with the 
stress analysis of deforming rock in the immediate neighbourhood of the structure. Such 
a solution is presented in [4]. 

2. The Boussinesq problem 

We shall present first the solution of the Boussinesq problem in a half-space which 
is parametrized by the system of coordinates (x1 , x 2 , x 3) and bounded by the plane 
x 3 = 0. This solution will be used later for constructing different solutions of boundary 
value problems in a viscoelastic half-space. The solution of the Boussinesq problem when 
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the concentration force Pis directed along the axis x 3 , is given by the formulae (comp. 
[8], [91) 

(2.I) I ( x 2x3 I x2 ) U2(xb t) = -
4 

--3 - 1 ( ) P3(t), 
n p,r 11. + p, r x 3 + r 

U3(x;, t) =_I_ ( x3x3 - A+2~ _!_)P3(t), 
4n p,r 3 A + p, r 

where A, p, are Lame constants, r 2 = xi+ x~ + x~ and t is the time. 
In the viscoelastic problem in agreement with a viscoelastic analogue the constants tt 

and A should be replaced by the correspondingly chosen functions of time p,(t) and A(t). 
Thus we have 

(2.2) Uo( )- 1 (·-1X2X3 (i ')-1 X2 ) s() 2Xbt --
4 

p, --3 --~~.+p, ( ) *ut, n r rx3 +r 

o 1 (. 1 x 3 x 3 • • 1 • • 1 ) ( U3(xh t) =. 
4

n p,- ~- {A+p,)- *(A+2p,) r * ~ t), 

A*A-1 = ~' (i+P,)- 1*(i+P,) = ~' P3 = 1 ~(t) ~(x1) ~(x2) ~(x3), 

where ~(t) is Dirac's distribution and the symbol * denotes convolution. 
For the load P prescribed on the simply connected closed domain the displacements 

in a half-space are given by the formulae 

U ( · ) _ J 1 (· _1 (x1 -·x~)x3 (i .)_ 1 (x1 -x~)) p ( , t)dF 
1 X;, t - 4- P, 3 - +p, 1 + ) * 3 XL, ' 

r n r r,x3 r 

(2.3) U (x· t) = J-I-(·-1 (x2-x~)x3 -(i+ ')-1 (x2-x;)) p (x' t)dF 
2 " 4 P, 3 P, ( + ) * 3 L' ' r n r r x3 r 

ii3(x1, t) = J 4~ (.u-• x::3 -(i+,U)- 1*(i+ 2,u) +) * P3(x~, t)dT, 
r 

dF = dx~dx;, L = 1, 2, r2 = (x1 -x~)2 +(x2 -x~)2 +x~. 

The solutions (2.2) and (2.3) will be useful further on in evaluating new closed-form 
solutions for boundary value problems in viscoelastic half-space. 

3. Properties of the boundary value problems of viscoelastic half-space 

The viscoelastic displacement equations, the properties of which are the aim of our 
investigation, assume the following form: 

(3.1) 
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Here Xi is a mass force, Ui denotes the displacement vector and A and fl are material 
functions. In thermoelastic problems (uncoupled) the mass force eXi should be replaced 
by the expressions (!Xi- y * e. i' e = T- To where y = (XT (3.1. + 2ft)' (XT is a coefficient of 
thermal expansion, T is the known temperature of the medium and T0 denotes the tem
perature in a natural state. 

The characteristics of Eqs. (3.1) will be examined by analyzing the Fourier and Laplace
Carson transforms of the governing equations. The Fourier transforms are determined 
by the relations 

3 +oo 

(3.2) ff[f(xi, t)] = (2n)- 2 J J J f(xh t)e-i<atxt> dx1dx2dx3, 
-coO 

(3.3) 

Further, the following formulae for transforms of functions and their derivatives will be 
particularly useful, 

ff[Ui,Axi, t)] = l(XJ Ui(CXj, t), 

ff[Ui,u(xi> t)] = -cx1 cx1 Ui(cxi> t), 

(3.4) ff[Ui,jj(Xi, t)] = -(XjCXjUi(cxi> t)-icx3 Ui(cxL, o+, t)- iJi, 3(cxL, o+, t), 

ff[Ui,3;(xi> t)] = -cx3cx1 Ui(cxi> t)-icx1 Ui(cxL, o+, t), 

ff[ Ui,33(X;' t)] = - (X3 (X3 Ui(cxi, t)- icx3 Ui(cxL, o+' t)- iJi,3(cxL, o+, t) 

I,J,K,L = 1,2, i,j,k,l= 1,2,3. 

The Laplace-Carson transform is determined by the relations 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

00 

2[/( ... , t)] = p J /( ... , t)e-Ptdt, 
0 

x+ioo 

,P-l []( .. , p)] = ;n J f( ... , p)ePtdp, ~ o ff[f] = j. 
x-ioo 

After performing the transforms (3.2), (3.5) and using the relations (3.4), we obtain the 
following matrix equations: 

(3.7) 

where 

[ 

-/icxi cxi-_ (/i+ I) eti; 

A= -(.A+,U)cx2et1; 

-(I+/i)et3etl; 

- (A+,U)etl et2; 

-/icxi cxi- (fi +~)a~; 
-(.A+ /i) (X3 (X2; 

Xl = X1 (cxi, p) -/iU1 (cxL, Q+, p)icx3 -/iU1.3(cxL, Q+, p)- icxJj,U3(cxL, O+, p) 

-1U3(cxL, o+,p)icxt, 
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(3.8) x2 = X2(rxb p)-P,U2(rxL, o+' p)irx3 -P,U2,3(rxL' o+' p)-P,irx2 U3(rxL' o+' p) 

- Iu3(rxL, o+, p)irx2, 

.x-3 = X3(rxb p)- P,U3(rxL, o+' p)irx3- p,u3,3(rxL, o+' p)-P,U3,3(rxL, o+' p) 

- (f+p,)irx3 U3(rxL, o+' p)- f[irxl ell (rxL, o+' p)+ irx2 U2(rxL, o+' p) 

+ U3,3(rxL, o+,p)J-1irxl Ul(rxL, o+,p)-1irx2 U2(rxL, o+,p). 

Then, collecting in Eq. (3.7) the corresponding terms and using constitutive equations 
(transformed) the following equation is obtained: 

(3.9) 

where 

Note that the equality of vectors Y3 and Y4 i.e. 

[0, 0, - P3(rxLo+' p)]T = [0, 0, - AEkk(rxL, o+' p))T, 

implies the identity of the displacement states caused by the normal force p3 and com
pression ekk acting on the same boundary of the half-space. This property was used in 
Paper [4] to evaluate the displacement states in the neighbourhood of the contact of the 
structure with the deforming rock. Due to the linearity of Eq. [3.9] orie has 

(3.11) 
A 

i.e. the solution <p( rx3) U corresponds to the vector- <p( rx3) Y. 
The characteristics of Eq. (3.1) presented above will be used in deriving the so

lution for two boundary value problems of the half-space. The main points are: the 
Boussinesq solution, the relations (3.10) and the properties of transforms of the displa
cement equations (3.ll). 

3.1. Action of the mass force 

If the mass force vector in a half-space is presented as Xi = [0, 0, eX3(xL, t)<p(x3)f 

and the displacement vector rJ, corresponds to the normal force p3 (x1 , x 2 , o+, t) = 
eX3 (x1 , x 2 , t) (compare Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)), then the displacement state in the pondera
ble half-space is determined by the relation 

(3.12) 
X3 

ui = f U,(xl, x2,Y3-x3, t)<p(y3)dY3· 
0 
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3.2. Action of the displacement u3 (xh Xz, o+' t) 

In this case the components of the displacement vector in the medium cannot be 
obtained immediately; one can only get a certain system of differential · relations from 

which the vector Ui is evaluated. If the state of the displacements Ui corresponds to the 
vector P3(xl' X2, o+' t) and the following equalities hold, 

(3.13) 

then, the displacement state in a half-space caused by the field U3 (x1 , x 2 , o+, t) is deter
mined by the equations 

Ui = d~3 f [Ui(xL- x{, x3 , t) * (i+ 2#) * U3 (x{, Q+, t)]dF + 
r 

(3.14) 

f Ui(xL-x{, o+, t) * 0.+2#) * U3(x{, o+, t)dF. 
r 

A similar procedure may be applied to the temperature field. However, in this case the 
Cerutti solution should also be used. 
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